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Summary
Aims
The aim of My Story, My Place, My Future, an education and public health initiative funded with
£10K from Well Newcastle Gateshead, was to support parents to engage with their young children
in reading for pleasure by participating in activities to bring a book alive. The project consisted of
an intervention delivered by Seven Stories with up to 15 children and their parents/ carers and
teacher(s) from reception classes in each of the 7 schools of the West End Schools Trust. The project
was provided as part of West’s Children’s Community.

Program
All teachers attended a training day at Seven Stories followed by a ‘Story Party’ for all reception
children at school. Up to 15 reception aged children and parents/carers from each school were
subsequently asked to attend a 5-8 weeks ‘Families Reading Together’ program that took place both
at the school and at Seven Stories and involved children, parents/carers and teachers in different
combinations. At the end of the project a celebration session was held at school and some of the
work created by children, parent/ carers and teachers was exhibited in the Great Exhibition of the
North (June 2018). School were given a Hooks into Books pack as part of their training. Families
choose one book to keep (themed around this initiative My Story, My Place, My Future).

Immediate benefits of My Story, My Place, My Future
Parents/carers, children and teachers benefited immensely from the project and all had fun. The
Seven Stories approach to bringing a book alive enriched, provided welcome practical ideas and
built well upon teachers’ existing practice. Teachers loved focusing on children immersed in the
story instead of listening. They took on several hooks into reading such as preceding the book time
with special story music. They adopted props such as a story cloak, chair and mat. The project led
to stories having more prominence in the teaching day. Parents gained confidence and strategies in
using books with their children. There was an increase in parental understanding about the value
of reading for pleasure. For some parents the project gave them a new experience and an ability to
share stories with their children. Parents report 31% increase in stories shared at home. They also
gained relationships with other parents. Children’s understanding of language and or role play was
promoted. Children were more enthusiastic to read at home. At school, children wanted to return
again and again to the books and ‘went story mad’ wanting to do stories all the time. There was an
impact on children’s writing. Long-term impacts of the project are unknown. One school took action
to extend the project to a larger number of children. For example, the librarian of one of the schools
implemented their own version of My Story, My Future, My Place.

Challenges
Selecting parents/carers to attend was not easy due to the time demands of the project. Teachers
varied in their confidence in recruiting parents that had limited English fluency. Teachers were
initially surprised by some of the books selected by Seven Stories but found all were well received
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by children and parents/carers. Teachers were uncomfortable with only 15 children and families in
each class benefiting directly from the project. There were no resources to positively enable
parents/carers to continue to visit Seven Stories. Parents/carers that had taken part in the project
were not ready to become reading champions with other parents. Sustainability needs to build on
the ideas and practices of the schools but time was not available for this.

Recommendations
•

•
•
•
•

Complex curriculum projects such as the current focus on reading that connect schools and
cultural organisations have impact on the school community, on children parents/carers and
teachers and are therefore valid public health investments. This project should be funded again
with recommended changes and should be enhanced to have greater impact. Evaluation
funding should be built into the funding of the project.
Future projects should give more attention, and support to teachers, in the recruiting of
parents/carers that might most benefit.
Teachers should be given time within the project to meet to discuss practice and plan for
sustainability.
More attention needs to be given to how to develop the parent reading champion role and also
whether this is the best sustainability strategy in the context of particular schools.
More attention should be given to how to improve the access of disadvantaged communities
to cultural organisations. In this project, resources should be provided so all of children from
the class experience some benefit and experience Seven Stories, and so that project parents
can continue to visit Seven Stories beyond the end of the project.

Evaluation
This report is the result of an evaluation of My Story, My Place, My Future. This evaluation was
carried out by Regina Gairal Casado, Karen Laing and Professor Liz Todd to and was funded by
Newcastle University. It is based on an afternoon of interactive evaluation activities in Oct 2018
with 7 of the 15 teachers that had taken part in the project. This report presents data from the
afternoon activities.

Critical Issues
Whilst the programme has shown that it can be successful in a range of impacts, in enthusing
children and parents in reading for pleasure and bringing books to life, and in enhancing the existing
practices of teachers, it also raises a number of broader issues.
They are issues which go beyond the school gate and beyond the activities of cultural institutions.
This report includes a reference to these broader challenges and contextualises the issues in a wider
societal context. This concerns such questions as the link between public health and particular
aspects of education, the relationship between cultural organisations and disadvantaged
communities, and curriculum work in schools as a model for cultural and arts-based organisations
to work in and with disadvantaged communities.
Thanks
The authors would like to thank all the staff that agreed to talk to us. Prof Chris Drinkwater and Head teacher Tracey
Caffrey of St John’s School gave assistance in enabling the evaluation afternoon to go ahead. Many thanks to John Beattie,
Business Development Manager Seven Stories for the quotes from parents and for data on the number of books the
families share at home per week, both from the Seven stories programme review.
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Key Findings of the evaluation of My Story, My Place, My Future
•

•

•

•
•

•
•
•

Teachers, children and parents/ carers valued highly the Seven Stories
program that used a range of activities to bring a book to life. There were
numerous benefits for all. Teachers observed increased motivation and
confidence for parents in being able to read for pleasure with their
children. Children wanted to spend more time reading and writing stories.
Parents report 31% increase in stories shared at home. We have no
evidence how long-lasting was the impact of the project with parents and
children.
Complex curriculum projects such as the current focus on reading that
connect schools and cultural organisations have impact on the school
community, on children parents/carers and teachers and are therefore
valid public health investments. This project should be funded again with
recommended changes and should be enhanced to have greater impact.
Evaluation funding should be built into the funding of the project.
Selection of parents for the project was not easy. Teachers varied in their
confidence to include parents with less fluency in English. West End Trust
parents have very busy lives (ie working and studying) which did not match
easily the time demands of the project. Dads and the wider family
benefited from the project but this was not possible for all families.
Teachers enjoyed the book selection after initial surprise and would value
further input from Seven Stories.
That all children in the class could not attend the project or obtain a direct
benefit such as a free book was seen as a problem of fairness by the
teachers.
No systems or resources were in place after the end of the project to enable
parents to continue to develop a connection with Seven Stories.
Support of the head teachers was crucial and was there for each school
The art exhibition was a success. This was the main way that all teachers
collaborated. However, no time was built into the project to enable
teachers to share practice nor time to develop ways to sustain aspects of
the project within their classrooms.
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Background

recognised the link between many activities and
interventions that are social and educational in
nature and a positive impact on health and wellbeing. Whilst the link between education and health
is well supported this does not make it easy to know
which kind of educational input in any particular
situation would be well-placed to impact on the
health of a community. (Academic references needed
here).

My Story, My Place, My Future was an education
project as well as a public health initiative funded
(£10K) by Well Newcastle Gateshead as part of Well
North. The aim was to support parents to engage with
their young children in activities that bring books to
life to encourage reading for pleasure. The theme(s),
My Story, My Place, My Future, arose from
consultation with local education and health
professionals. The project was designed and
delivered by Seven Stories, The National Centre for
Children's Books. Seven Stories is a museum which
aims to celebrate, save and share British children's
literature, with expertise in education and family
engagement. It was founded in 1996 and is based in
Newcastle upon Tyne.

•
•
•
•

•
•

•

My Story, My Place, My Future was offered to the 7
primary schools of the West End Schools Trust as part
of its Children’s Community. The West End Schools
trust was formed with local authority support in 2015
and includes: Canning Street; Bridgewater;
Broadwater; Hawthorn; St. Johns; St Pauls; and
Wingrove (and an eighth school, Moorside Primary, in
2019). In 2016 the Trust board took the decision to
form a Children’s Community. A Children’s
Community is a locally driven community partnership
working jointly under a common strategy that aims to
bring about generational change. The four objectives
of the West End Children’s Community are:

Well Newcastle Gateshead
My Story, My Place, My Future
AIMS
Raise the status of books in the school
An opportunity for cross-school
working with communities
Enthuse children and adults about
stories and reading for pleasure
Hook children and adults into the books
before reading and extend stories
througth songs, games etc
Bring reading for pleasure into
everyday home routine
Introduce parents and school staff to a
cultural venue and discover how to use
the Seven Stories building and books
Create space for schools to engage with
harder to reach families providing the
opportunity to develop a longer term
relationshop which can be harnessed to
engage parents/carers beyond the
program.

1. A stronger, tolerant community. A vision of a West
End where everyone works together, building a
cohesive, supportive environment.
2. Reducing inequality. Challenging poverty to ensure
everyone can achieve and be healthy, and ensuring
people are accepted for who they are.
3. Starting early and supporting transitions. Getting
things right from before birth, ensuring healthy child
development and supporting children through key
transitions in their lives.
4. Realising aspirations. Aiming high for young people
and providing more opportunities for success.
The Seven Stories project for young children and their
families was consistent with the objectives of the
West End Trust’s Children’s Community to support
transitions and to realise aspirations.
Many cultural organisations in Newcastle have an
interest in their accessibility for disadvantaged
communities. However, entrance fees and the
location of some of the organisations with respect to
public transport does not always make this easy to
achieve. Therefore, projects such as My Story, My
Place, My Future offer a way to develop accessibility
but also provides an opportunity to study some
aspects of the relationship between cultural
organisations and disadvantaged communities.

My Story, My Place, My Future worked with reception
aged children, staff and parents/ carers to ‘provide
cultural engagement with high quality books to
support improvement of school readiness and the
development of a readying for pleasure culture within
school’.
In its use of funding from public health, this project is
an explicit recognition of the varied pathways to the
development of health in communities. It also
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The project: My Story, My
Place, My Future

delivered to the first school starting in November
2018, and the last session to the 7th school happened
in March 2018. Delivery to each school varied a little
as in some the teachers attended all the sessions with
the parents and in others parents attended alone. All
teachers said that the head teachers were very
supportive of the project.

My Story, My Place, My Future project aimed to
provide ‘creative and cultural engagement with high
quality books to support improvement of school
readiness and the development of a reading for
pleasure culture within schools’.

At the end of the project each school created art work
for Newcastle City Library. The teachers had many
meetings to plan this and each school produced
different art work. All parents, of all children in the
reception classes visited the City Library and had a
story telling.

First all 15 teachers of reception aged children (4/5yr
olds) from the 7 schools of West End Trust attend a
full day training at Seven Stories at the end of the
summer term with the aim of inspiring and enthusing
teachers about children’s books while providing
practical tools to increase active participation.
Teachers experienced storytimes, browsed books in
the book pack, and toured Seven Stories

Teachers felt this an added pressure initially but they
liked seeing that children and parents were very
proud to see it. The teachers could see that the
parents linked the art work to the books.

A ‘story party’ was held at each school with all
children in the reception classes in order to build
enthusiasm for a project that would focus on up to 15
children per school. A core aim of this activity was to
demonstrate best practice which had been explored
in the teacher training, allowing teachers to see Seven
Stories approaches in context. It was also to generate
anticipation for the project amongst the children. The
story party centred around a particular book and
included music, instruments, bubbles, and relevant
things hidden (ie in shoes) for the children to find.
After the story party each school invited up to 15
reception aged children and parents/ carers to attend
a 5-8 weeks ‘Families Reading Together’ program that
took place both at the school and at Seven Stories.
The programme aimed to raise the confidence of
parents and carers in sharing books with their
children and to encourage them in reading for
pleasure in routines at home. The 5-8 week program
involved children, parents/carers and teachers in
different combinations (i.e. sometimes just teachers
and other times children and parents) attending
sessions with Seven Stories staff. The sessions were
also variously located either in the school or at Seven
Stories. At the end of the project a celebration session
was held at school and some of the work created by
children, parent/ carers and teachers was exhibited in
the Great Exhibition of the North (June 2018). Schools
received a pack of books and families received one
book each of their choosing.

Evaluation
This evaluation is a brief process evaluation. A
process evaluation investigates how an intervention
was delivered. It aims to quality of implementation of
interventions, to clarify causal mechanisms and
identify contextual factors associated with variation
in outcomes (Craig et al. 2008). Discussion with a
reference group (of varied professionals working in
the West End in health, education and social support)
that led to the My Story, My Place, My Future project,
demonstrated interest in evaluating the following:
•
•

The 5-8 weeks ‘Families Reading Together’ program
was rolled out to each school sequentially. It was

•
7

Teacher perceptions of impacts on the children
and on parents/ carers
Impact on the practice of teachers and on literacy
cultures in schools, and on the sharing of literacy
practice between schools
A better understanding of the process of
developing parental skills for reading for pleasure
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•

with their children, especially with parents of very
young children.
The use of this project evaluation to explore
curriculum work in schools as a model for cultural
and arts-based organisations to work in and with
disadvantaged communities

The evaluation involved a series of activities over one
afternoon, in Oct 2018, that were delivered by three
university researchers, Regina Gairal Casado, Karen
Laing and Professor Liz Todd to a group of 7 teachers
(of the 15 that had been involved) from 4 of the
schools, Canning Street, St Pauls, Bridgewater and
Wingrove. The activities took place on the premises
of one of the schools, St John’s School, in their sports
pavilion.

This evaluation was carried out pro-bono by
researchers from Newcastle University that are
involved in the West End Trust Children’s Community.
A national evaluation of Well North did not carry out
evaluation activities with the My Story, My Place, My
Future project. An enquiry of existing numerical data
on the children suggested the lack of any appropriate
data on children’s literacy that could be used in the
project to analyse impact. The importance of not
getting in the way of the delivery of the project, and
the variations in project delivery between schools
mitigated against the collecting of data on the literacy
skills of particular children to use in a numerical
impact assessment. The evaluators are skilled in the
use of theory of change as an evaluation process for
projects that vary between institutions. However,
resources were not available for a theory of change
evaluation of My Story, My Place, My Future.

The most of the quotes in this report are from the 7
teachers that attended the evaluation afternoon. The
quotes from parents are from the Seven stories
programme review. Data on the number of books the
families share at home per week was also provided
from the Seven Stories programme review.

Questions asked within the evaluation
activities
1. Whole group discussion to explore the process
of implementation of the project: What did you
do? What went well? What didn’t work so well?
2. Group split into two explore the impact of the
project on parents and children: working
around diagrams of child and parent, looking at:
impact on parents (including parental
engagement), impact on children, and any
other impact.
3. Whole group discussion to explore impact on
teacher practice and sustainability:
• How has the work continued or integrated
into your own practice?
• How did you make this happen?
• Did you share resources?
• What would you have wanted to do but
couldn’t?
• Plans for the future
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Teachers’ views

the Seven Stories approach to stories was different:
Its from we’re doing literacy… picking up a
book and sharing a book.. to bringing a
book to life, … the children were part of the
story instead of sitting back and listening

School - Bridgewater

School librarian recreated
activities with different
parents - put to all 60
reception children. Up to
10 parents
Made story sacks with
parents children
Introduced to a broader
range of books that
children got much from
Trip to Seven Stories
Parents did comment that
children
were
more
enthusiastic when reading
at home

Committing to the
sessions 9/15 families
Participation
from
parents - joining in
Timetable

Singing and laughing and having so much
fun, It really surprised me how much can
come out of a book
You get bogged down with same old

Teachers liked this approach with their age group, but
could also see it working well in the younger years.
A nice age group to work with. It would be
harder to do with y1 or y2
One of the differences to their current practice was
planning around a story rather than a theme, and
aiming to bring about immersion in a book. What
Seven Stories brought was a special story time with a
number of different hooks into engaging with books
to the ones teachers usually used. This included:
special music played before the story session; the use
of props in each of the stories; the use of a special
story chair; a story cloak for the teacher to wear; and
a story mat for everyone to sit on. Teachers thought
the project raised the status of story sessions. They
acquired more practical ideas to introduce stories.
For more than one, the project inspired teachers to
do what they believe in and give the children what
they need. Teachers also used their own expertise to
introduce the books:

School - Wringrove

Different texts
Great turn out 9/15
parents
Fantastic training
(Seven stories worker) was
a great "story party" teller
The same (me) teacher at
every session
Billingual translating for
Payjobi/urdu parents
Parents improved their
confidence to tell stories at
home, using "home props"
Bringing the story alive
with
music,
props,
puppets, toys
Bedtime routines - a lot of
parents didn't read stories
but after the project they
have incorporated it

Childcare issues
Time commitment
No dad's came
EAL beginners / Arabic
speaking parents
Lack of understanding
what

Did some pre teaching with some of the
words and concepts like ice melting
The teachers were pleased to have had the
opportunity to plan a story time and leave their
training with a bank of ideas for story telling using a 7
stories book pack and receive handouts and planning
sheets. In the medium term the teachers were able to
adapt their planning and practice to work with Seven
Stories. One timetabled story at the beginning of
afternoon rather than end of day to give opportunity
to develop ideas and experiences from story. Another
similarly changed to include detailed story time
sessions with props early on and not at end of day.
Teachers found it useful to look back at their notes
from the day and remember ideas to use.

All teachers enjoyed the project. They said ‘we had
fun’ and generally found it enriching of their own
practice. It built well on existing practice and current
skills. They felt that their current methods of planning
story telling was very similar to the Seven Stories
process. More than one teacher felt it was also a
change in approach. They said that their children
were used to having a story time each day but that
9
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Book choice

Teachers brought their own practice and creativity to
the book sessions. As part of the project the teachers
had brain stormed how to use the books further and
as part of this they changed the words to the song
‘frere jaques’ to one that emphasised that girls and
boys could do the same as each other, linked to a
particular book.

Children and parents/carers embraced the books
although teachers to begin with found the choice of
books by Seven Stories surprising. They thought the
level of complexity or story line was one that they
would not themselves have chosen:

School - St Paul’s

Good training
Useful classroom support
Developed bank of idea
Better
parental
relationships
Inspiring book choices - led
to deep canvas
Impacted on writing - desire
to create stories
Improved
classroom
practice
Inclusive
workshop
activities, especially for
parents

I think we were all a bit unsure initially about
the choices

Improved
communication
needed from 7 stories
as
to
the
focus/expectation for
each session. Parents
were
disappointed
when children didn't
attend the first session
with them.
Parents
attending
weren't necessarily the
ones that would have
benefitted most-hard
to reach families were
still hard to reach

unsure initially about the book choices,
thought some of the language was quite
challenging, and although they are not
books I would have chosen the children
loved them
they loved ‘Welcome’
we had the books in a special basket and
they loved reading them and retelling them
and that was lovely to see
We had the lovely paper boat story, it gets
wet and collapses, his big brother covers it
with wax, passed a paper boat round, in the
parent children workshop at school (other
school we didn’t have this)
This book ‘Float’ had no words, inclusive
I like to use the book with no words
One book didn’t reflect our communities –
not diverse – not relatable – but given these
different worlds to look into
The park that was broken really spoke to
them
Teachers and children
We have a special story time once a
week but we have books accessible
for the children all the time and we
kept them in a special basket and
they just loved sitting there on a
carpet being there and pretend
together, that was lovely to see
(Reception class teacher)
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Parents/carers: selection
and take-up

Teachers raised the question of the attendance of
dads and the wider family. 4 schools had enabled
between 1 and 4 dads to attend and others had no
dads. Some teachers were concerned about whether
parents would be able to attend sessions
unaccompanied by younger children – but some
parents did take siblings along. Grandparents also
attended the project.

The process by which parents/carers and children
came to be part of the project varied in each school
and proved reasonably challenging for all teachers.
The teachers talked a lot about this at the time,
sharing strategies and ideas. Teachers encouraged
parents to attend by talking to the about how fun it
would be. They let parents know that it was free, that
transport was provided, that it was important to help
their children, and that they would receive a free
book at the end. One teacher encouraged the
attendance of a parent that she thought others
looked up to, in particular an Arabic speaker, in order
for her to persuade the others.

Fairness
All teachers felt concerned that the project had no
direct benefits for the children in their classes that
had not been in the 9-15 that were part of the project.
They would have liked all children to have received a
book.

Issues included the question of who would most
benefit from the project but this did not always match
those that the teachers thought would be a be able to
attend most of the sessions. More than one teacher
commented that parents at their schools were often
assumed to have a lot of time and not be working, but
contrary to this many of their parents were working
long hours to support their families and were very
busy.

Hard to explain to children why they couldn’t
come, they said they would have liked to go
and wanted a free book
Teachers were disappointed by the lack of ways for
the parents that had been part of the project to
continue to engage with Seven Stories. They were
surprised that no dedicated parent leaflet was
available at the museum. They would have liked
parents to have been given a free annual membership
of Seven Stories as part of the project. However, the
transport complexities between the West and East of
the city meant the teachers recognised that
membership would not necessarily lead to parents
being able to visit:

To make that commitment for 6 weeks is
very difficult we have an assumption that
majority of parents are not working that’s
not always the case
Whilst parents were asked to attend all sessions,
some could not do this. Some parents missed sessions
due to their college attendance. Some parents
dropped out but for example 9 out of 15 ended up
attended. Some children were very keen to be part of
the project and anxious that their parent would arrive
as attendance at Seven Stories required that a parent
went with them. Sometimes another mum would
take the child of a friend so they could go.

(Seven Stories is) Too expensive for our
parents and not easy to get to – so out of the
way – 2 buses to get there.

Another issue and one on which teachers varied was
whether the English competency, spoken or reading,
were important in selecting parents. For one teacher
it was important that the parents had a functional
level of English, whilst another encouraged some
parents with little English to attend. In the latter
situation the children were able to help parents to
take part.
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Impact on children
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increases the level of confidence
Promoted the role play skills
Improves
the
vocabulary,
language and creative thinking
Relate their own personal stories
Develops their understanding of
the language
Know new texts
Parents reported children more
enthusiastic to read at home
Understand
the
difference
between "pleasure" reading and
"phonics guided reading"

Impact on parents
•

The teachers thought all children had very much
enjoyed the project and had gained much from it:
Will help with language development, help
with their story writing and story mapping
not at the beginning though

•
•
•

That LOVE of reading

•
•
•
•

The books gave them a challenge so we were
raising expectations, their experiences
The children were not passive in their engagement in
the project:
Children were sometimes leading the
parents, they had the confidence

The understanding the value of
reading for pleasure
Improve social aspect
Enjoyed project and reported more
willing to share books at home
A new experience to sharing with their
children
Improve confidence
Belief in ability to share a story
Developed relationships with parents
Fun time with children

The teachers thought all the parents had very much
enjoyed the project and had gained much from it. For
many this was the first visit to Seven Stories. In one
school, of 12 parents only 2 had visited prior to the
project. The visits to Seven Stories were not long.
Given the need to have time on the project activities
around brining a book to life, there was no time to see
the whole of the building in any detail:

The children were part of the story rather
than just sitting back and listening, they
were emerged in the story. So is just to sort
of make an extra special story time.

One of my parents went back to 7 stories, it
made 7 stories accessible, they were
amazed, many had not been upstairs to the
library. Not time to go to other levels of 7
stories missed lot of it, just went to 2 floors,
top floor that’s where the magic happens
didn’t get there, went to the basement and
the comic book

Whilst the evaluation was unable to assess any
change in children’s engagement with books or
reading skills, teachers noticed impacts on other
aspects of children’s literacy skills over the time of the
project. Children in one school did not want to stop
reading and writing stories.
The children

Enjoyed going somewhere new with their
child, our parents are extremely busy low
income, just to have that time

The writing table, children sitting making
books and making stories, they went story
mad, they just wanted to do stories all the
time, in y1 (a yr later) a little girl bought me
in a story (Reception class teacher)

However, there were many positive observations of
parents by teachers that were about their enjoyment
of books.:
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On the first week of the programme families were
asked by Seven Stories how many stories they share
at home in a typical week. Families were asked this
question again on the last week of their programme.
On average families reported an increase in stories
shared of 31%. The table below shows % increase of
stories read by school.

Parents realise the value of reading, not just
phonics, its really good fun, imagination
a good way to unwind at the end of the day,
bedtime story
Parents really enjoyed the first session,
photos of dads playing recorders, saw their
children were enjoying it
Parent/carer quotes from Seven Stories programme
review showed observations of the impact of the
programme on their children:
Definitely because it brings a life to the
book you read loads of different ways you
can entertain your child. Use props. Sing a
song, use different voice. Be messy. Find
stuff in your house related to the book. It
will make your child smile

It is worth noting that St John’s, the school with the
lowest total % increase, had the highest average
number of stories shared at the beginning of the
programme. St John’s had a Seven Stories Reader in
Residence in school 1 day per week for 3 consecutive
years, working with children, staff and families to
develop a reading for pleasure culture. Data on books
shared by families was provided for this report by
Seven Stories from their internal programme review.

He is sound blending better, helped with
learning to read because he is wanting to
read
My child has writing her own story and
illustrated it. She wrote her own name on
the front, just like an author
The development of relationship between parents
was an important part of the project. Teachers
observed that parents helped each other, and that
they seemed more able to say what they liked and
disliked about reading in front of other parents.
Teachers commented on the ways that parents got
involved in ways that did not depend on their own
English literacy skills:
(Seven Stories worker) was very skilled at making
parents comfortable and even if you didn’t know the
language you can still get child to interact with the
book through the pictures, permission to be daft, not
used to this, one fully scarfed with underpants on
their head

About the parents
Parents liked for the first time talking
to other mums not just me about
what they liked and don’t like about
story time

Whilst teachers did not know whether the project had
any long-term benefit for parents and children, their
aim was to enhance what parents were already doing
at home:

Parents got each other out of their
shell, not wanting to read a particular
book
(Reception class teacher)

We hope that would encourage them to do it at
home but we don’t know
13
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Sustainability: After the
project what has happened?

Teachers did indeed integrate project practices into
their own work, and also had intentions to do more:
(teacher) is going to have that special story
time, haven’t done that yet, would be good
to get the parents, some of the siblings now
in reception

Sustainability involves the continuation of the
practices that focus on bringing a book to life as part
of embedding reading for pleasure in family routine.
This can happen via actions taken by teachers that
continue beyond the project – as well of course as
actions taken by parents that likewise continue.

I put into my practice now: Putting music
into the story
We need to re-introduce our parent loan
scheme get that going

The mechanisms by which teaching practices change
and continue beyond the project are likely to require
time for the teachers to plan together, to share ideas,
and to sustain each other in integrating ideas from
the project into their own practice. Sustainability for
parents might involve what the parents do at home
but also might involve them having an influence on
other parents. Any theory of change that has parents
altering their practice at home and influencing others
is likely to require ways to sustain change. A theory of
change that has parents influencing others will need
to enable parents to engage with each other over
time. Indeed an intention of the project was that
parents that had completed the program would take
on a role of reading champions and would go and
share ideas and practices with other parents. The
teachers did not think this had happened. One school
had appointed parents as reading champions but it
was not clear what the role involved and it was
difficult to sustain.

Sharing ideas, I’ll
recommendations

try

that,

book

My books are in reception, on a special shelf
Question about how to share. Should be
relatively easy
I read a chapter book I would never have
usually done this, they really engaged with
that
Helicopter stories are much better – act it
out, children are learning from each other
Teachers had ideas about what they now needed
from Seven Stories:
I want another list of books

One teacher was not able to have parents acting as
champions but decided instead to think of actions
that they found more manageable:

We needed a crib sheet of the ideas to give
to other teachers, want a visit from (seven
stories worker) want admission to 7 stories,
wants story sacs, wants the 7 stories chair!

Our parents don’t necessarily know each
other. So we just did quite simple things on
the website book recommendations, book
choice, I did meet with the parents to try to
develop the ideas but it was difficult to
sustain. We have had reader of the week but
then did a book a month – weekly was too
much. We put books in funny areas like the
toilet and the door when the parents came
in. We had a copy they can sign out. Parents
were more relaxed in front of other parents
with the books

Teachers had very much enjoyed working together
but it did not happen very much within the project
apart from planning the art display.
I really enjoyed our working together - prior
to that we didn’t really know each other –
especially when we had to do that exhibition
One school had extended the project to all the other
children in reception to be fair to other children who
could not take part. This was run by the school
librarian, who is a volunteer. She repeated the project
with different texts after the 7 stories visit. She had
not been part of the sessions but she asked the

We are using the same texts again this year.
Maybe it would be nice to get the parents to
come and do something
14
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teacher about the project. She used word of mouth
to encourage parents to attend. She stood with a clip
board and asked parents ‘would you like to come’. 10
parents attended for 6 sessions. The class teacher
commented:

more generally or on a longer term basis to
parents/carers. Parents still did not know fully what
this rich organisation offered, due to the lack of time
in the venue, and there remained barriers of entry fee
and transport.
Key recommendations of this evaluation are that:

she did it all in her own way. That is her
passion

Complex curriculum projects such as the current
focus on reading that connect schools and cultural
organisations have impact on the school community,
on children parents/carers and teachers and are
therefore valid public health investments. This
project should be funded again with recommended
changes and should be enhanced to have greater
impact. Evaluation funding should be built into the
funding of the project.

In another school a teacher that had been part of the
project was extending it to the nursery:
(teacher) is doing this in nursery. We want to
start this in nursery, and to build in this in
reception, and to happen earlier in the
relationship with the parents
As part of the evaluation discussion we discussed if
there was a different model to the teacher training
day - story party – 5-8 parent/child sessions that could
include more children and parents. Teachers
suggested that this programme could be rolled out
using far fewer sessions. They wanted more story
parties and for them to happen every half term, but
thought that different groups of parents and children
could attend a single session at Seven Stories thus
enabling a larger number of parents to be part of the
project.

Future projects should give more attention to how to
recruit the parents/carers that might most benefit
Teachers should be given time within the project to
meet to discuss practice and plan for sustainability. It
is especially important to have development amongst
teachers across different schools.
Whilst it is recognised that all children received a
Story Party session, and enhanced story sessions
through book pack resources and teacher CPD, more
resources should be provided so all of children from
the class experience some benefit of the whole
programme and experience Seven Stories. Also
resources should be provided so that project parents
can continue to visit Seven Stories beyond the end of
the project.

Conclusions and
Recommendations
Overall the programme is clearly very impactful.
There is evidence from teacher observation and
report of significant impacts on children,
parents/carers and on the teachers themselves. In
terms of the intentions of Seven Stories, West End
Schools Trust and the Well Newcastle Gateshead
partnership, the status of books has been raised
across the reception classrooms with some impact on
other classes. Parents and children have been
enthused about reading for pleasure. Teachers have
observed an increase in parent confidence in sharing
books with their children and have heard from some
of the parents that this has had an impact on home
routine with books. Parents have been introduced to
the Seven Stories cultural venue.

Critical Issues
My Story, My Place, My Future an education project
funded by public health. This is not surprising given
that the social determinants of health are well
established. Notably the Marmot Review (2010)
concluded that a focus on a range of policy areas,
including education was crucial to tackling health
inequalities. Giving every child the best start in life
and enabling children to maximise their capabilities
were two of the Marmot recommendations. The link
between literacy and life chances is also well known
(Bambra, 2016; DeWalt & Hink, 2009). In the vast
research literature on children’s reading there are
debates about the importance of phonics, the focus
on the components and mechanics of reading, vs a
focus on the whole book including reading for

This project creates highly positive links between a
cultural organisation that is not usually accessible to
families in the West End Trust Schools. However, it
did not do anything to make Seven Stories accessible
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pleasure and meaning. Whilst both have an important
role to play, the importance of reading for pleasure
for literacy competencies is well researched (Clark &
Rumbold, 2006; Hempel-Jorgensen, Cremin, Harris, &
Chamberlain, 2018). There has been far less of a focus
on reading for pleasure (as opposed to phonics) in
English educational policy making this project all the
more welcome.

of the literature. Pediatrics, 124(Supplement
3), S265-S274.
Hempel-Jorgensen, A., Cremin, T., Harris, D., &
Chamberlain, L. (2018). Pedagogy for reading
for pleasure in low socio-economic primary
schools: beyond ‘pedagogy of poverty’?
Literacy, 52(2), 86-94.
Leat, D. (2017). Enquiry and Project Based Learning:
Students, School and Society. London:
Routledge.
Marmot, M., Allen, J., Goldblatt, P., Boyce, T.,
McNeish, D., Grady, M., & Geddes, l. (2010).
Fair Society Healthy Lives. The Marmot
Review. Strategic review of health
inequalities in England post-2010. Retrieved
from
http://www.instituteofhealthequity.org/reso
urces-reports/fair-society-healthy-lives-themarmot-review

These issues need to be developed further, with a
discussion that includes reference to academic
literature:
•

•

•

•
•

•

The development of parents as a resource with
other parents to help improve reading for
pleasure
The link between public health and education and
how to select educational projects in complex
situations that impact on public health defined in
broad terms
The creation of space for schools to engage with
harder to reach families providing the
opportunity to develop a longer term relationship
which can be harnessed to engage parents/carers
beyond the program, drawing on Todd’s work on
extended schools (Cummings, Dyson, & Todd,
2011).
The implications of this project for the West End
Children’s Community
Implications of this project for the relationship
between
cultural
organisations
and
disadvantaged communities and for ways to
develop accessibility of cultural institutions such
as Seven Stories and West End Schools Trust
The use of this project evaluation to explore
curriculum work in schools as a model for cultural
and arts-based organisations to work in and with
disadvantaged communities, drawing on Leat and
Thomas’ current innovative practice (2017).
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